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ICE AGE - COLLISION COURSE - Concept rooted in a scene from first Ice Age film
To be released on July 13, in FRANCE

PARIS - HOLLYWOOD - LOS ANGELES, 10.07.2016, 08:01 Time

USPA NEWS - 'Ice Age : Collision Course' is to be released in FRANCE on July 13, 2016 and it is well expected by the kids. It is a
2016 American 3D computer-animated family adventure. The concept of Collision Course was deeply rooted in a scene from the first
Ice Age film where the characters are walking...

'Ice Age : Collision Course' is to be released in FRANCE on July 13, 2016 and it is well expected by the kids. It is a 2016 American 3D
computer-animated family adventure. The concept of Collision Course was deeply rooted in a scene from the first Ice Age film where
the characters are walking through a museum and spot something that inspired this film in the series as well as a short shown before a
previous film. The result is Scrat finding an object and causing a chain reaction.

THE ANIMATED FILM :

Directed by : Mike Thurmeier and Galen T. Chu
Produced by : Lori Forte
Casting : Ray Romano, John Leguizamo, Denis Leary, Queen Latifah, Keke Palmer, Jennifer Lopez, Simon Pegg and Chris Wedge
(all reprise their roles from previous films). Jesse Tyler Ferguson, Adam DeVine, Nick Offerman, Max Greenfield, Stephanie Beatriz,
Melissa Rauch, Carlos Ponce, Michael Strahan, Jessie J and Neil deGrasse Tyson (all new additions).
Release dates : July 13, 2016 (France), July 22, 2016 (United States)
Running time : 94 minutes[3
Distributed by : 20th Century Fox

OUR REVIEW :

It is the fifth installment in the Ice Age film series and a sequel to 2012's 'Ice Age: Continental Drift'. Initially the film was scheduled for
release in USA on July 15, 2016. However, the release was delayed to July 22, to avoid competition with the Ghostbusters reboot that
was also scheduled for July 15. 'Ice Age : Collision Course' will open in 37 markets, including the UK, Russia, Spain, France, Belgium,
India and Holland. This is the fifth in the animated movie franchise about ancient beasts lumbering onward and battling extinction.

We´re back with Sid the Sloth (John Leguizamo), Diego the Sabre-Toothed Tiger (Denis Leary) and Manny the Woolly Mammoth (Ray
Romano). Sid has romantic crises and Manny is worried about his daughter´s impending marriage to someone he doesn´t like
much....Towards the end, when there´s something about magnetic rocks getting dropped into a volcano.

'Ice Age : Collision Course' is a colourful 3D romp that´s heavy on slapstick and cosy family comedy but light on real laughs and
affecting drama !
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